FOR THE SMALLER ONES

PIXEL artworks

Someone mixed up the colors of the artworks. Can you restore them?

MANUAL MODE

☐ Use the pictures of the artworks. Identify for each one of them which colors are the most present.
☐ Then, take a look at the PIXEL artworks and write down beneath them the name or the number of the artwork you recognized! If you find it too complicated, you can process by elimination.
HOW TO DO

ARTWORK n°10

César « Expansion n°27 » 1971

...................Œuvre n°10......................
ARTWORK #1

César « Expansion n°27 » 1971
ARTWORK #2

Arman « Sans titre » 1962
ARTWORK #3

Niki de Saint Phalle « La mariée sous l'arbre » 1963-64
ARTWORK #4

Mimmo Rotella «Il mistero della piramide» 1962
ARTWORK #5

Niki de Saint Phalle « Assemblage painting » vers 1959
ARTWORK #6

Yves Klein « Anthropométrie sans titre (ANT 84) », 1960
ARTWORK #7

Niki de Saint Phalle « Drôle de mort ou Gambrinus » 1963
ARTWORK #8

Mimmo Rotella « Marylin, il mito di un' epoca » 1963
ARTWORK #9

Niki de Saint Phalle « Cœur de vieille bigote » 1964
ARTWORK #10

Andy Warhol «Diamond Dust Shoes» 1980
YOUR TIME TO PLAY!
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork ........................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork ..................................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork ..................................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork ...........................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork .................................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork ........................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork .................................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork ...................................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork ..................................................
These PIXELS correspond to the artwork ........................................
Legal mention and Copyrights:

Niki de Saint Phalle:
© Niki Charitable Art Foundation / Adagp, Paris
Picture credit: Muriel Anssens / City of Nice

Yves Klein:
© Yves Klein / Adagp, Paris

Arman, César and Andy Warhol:
© Adagp, Paris
Picture credit: Muriel Anssens / City of Nice

Mimmo Rotella:
© Adagp, Paris
Picture credit: Internal photography pole